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Abstract 

As the rapid development of integration of informatization and industrialization (IoII), 

information overload become a serious problem in the knowledge platform for IoII. To 

address this issue, this paper introduces a hybrid framework based on the assessment 

system of IoII and user learning behavior. First, using the assessment specification on 

IoII for industrial enterprises, we establish the similarity model of IoII; then, the 

similarity model of user behavior is built based on three kinds of learning behaviors in the 

knowledge platform; at last, after studying the advantages and disadvantages of the two 

models, this paper proposes a linear fusion framework combining both models. With 

several experiment conducted, we get the optimal parameters in the framework, and the 

experimental results show that the proposed framework can achieve the better 

recommendation quality. 
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1. Introduction 

Industrialization and informatization are the two most important characteristics of 

modern society. Studies in theory indicate that the development of information industry 

can promote technology and management innovation and improve productivity of 

traditional industries [1-2]. In the trend of industrial convergence, the integration 

development of informatization and industrialization is chosen as a strategy to narrow the 

gap of industrialization and informatization between China and developed countries. 

Therefore, a knowledge platform for IoII was built to server. 

As the rapid development of IoII, the exponential growth of the available case in the 

platform causes the information overload problem, which refers that user cannot quickly 

and accurately locate the case they need. However, recommendation system solve this 

problem easily by mining user behavior data and information push-delivery. Goldberg [3] 

proposed the thought of collaborative filtering for the first time in 1992. Now, 

collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm has become an important kind of 

method for recommendation system, which was widely used and studied due to its 

academic and commercial value. 

 

2. Related Work 

As our algorithm is based on the assessment of IoII and user implicit preferences, we 

will review related works from three different research areas: assessment Index system for 

IoII, implicit rating and collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm. 

When it comes to the assessment of IoII, Liu J regulated “assessment specification on 

IoII for industrial enterprises” [4] based on previous works of many enterprises, industry 

associations and research institutions. In this specification, the principle of scientific, 

effectiveness, operability and scalability was proposed. Zhang J. and Zheng J [5] 
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proposed that the index system for integration of informationization and industrialization 

should be consistent in multi-angle, multi-dimensional and multi-method and provided 

method based on the previous theories of informationization measurement. Li S, Dong S 

and Zhou J [6] studied the influence of information technology on enterprise forming and 

competitiveness and have shown that the ability of enhancing enterprise competitiveness 

from information technology is measured by cumulative investment index. The authors 

established an enterprise competitiveness system dynamic model based on the 

presentation layer, factors layer and decision-making layer. As a method of explicit rating, 

the problem of data-sparsity and cold-start will limit the recommendation quality, thus 

integrating the implicit rating is proposed to address this issue. 

Implicit rating is based on observable behaviors exhibited by a user. Nichols [7] first 

surveyed a list of useful behaviors. Oard and Kim [8-9] categorized these behaviors into 

four sets: annotation, examination, retention and reference. Koren [10] has shown that is 

possible to get better performance by using binary implicit user feedback data and proved 

this implicit user behavior model increases the prediction accuracy. Kostkova and Madle 

[11] found that recommender systems can learn from the essential role of qualitative 

behaviors for understanding user preferences. 

Based on above researches, some scholars developed collaborative filtering 

recommendation algorithm to solve the problem. Hidasi and Tikk [12] proposed to use 

tensor to do the context-aware recommendation. In general, there are three types of 

integration method: 1. contextual pre-filtering method; 2. context post-filtering method; 

3.contextual modeling method. In contrast to the previous two methods (pre and 

post-filtering), the contextual modeling method uses all the contextual and user-item 

information simultaneously to make predictions. Kim and El Saddik [13] reveal that the 

exploitation of social tagging is beneficial for recommender systems that provide users 

with suggestions about interesting communities that a user may want to join. Pirolli and 

Kairam [14] research to what extent it is possible to infer users’ expertise regarding topics 

from their browsing behavior in social tagging systems. Aligon J., Gallinucci and 

Golfarelli [15] found that the whole sequence of queries belonging to an OLAP session is 

valuable and proposed a recommendation approach stemming from collaborative filtering 

by treating sessions as first-class citizens. 

The lesson learned from this literature review is that assessment system on IoII is 

rarely used in recommendation and seldom combined with implicit rating model. Based 

on the assessment of IoII for industrial enterprises and user learning behavior, the 

framework proposed in this article overcomes these limitations. We organize this paper as 

following: In section 3, we define the problem and use the assessment system of IoII to 

build user similarity model. Then, the user learning behavior information is integrated into 

collaborative filtering to address the cold-start problem and the data sparsity problem. In 

section 4, we demonstrate the evaluation metric and experiment results. Finally, we 

conclude the whole study. 

 

3. Recommender Algorithm 
 

3.1. Problem Definition 

Formally, our problems is formulated as follows. We denote U = *𝑢1, 𝑢2, … … , 𝑢𝑚+ 

the set of users, C = *𝑐1, 𝑐2, … … , 𝑐𝑚+ the set of cases and I = *𝑖1, 𝑖2, … … , 𝑖𝑚+ the set of 

assessment indexes on IoII. Therefore, the relationships between users and indexes are 

denoted by a 𝑈 × 𝐼 matrix, called user-index rating matrix. Every entry 𝑟𝑢𝑖 represents 

the value that user u ∈ U rated index i ∈ I . Then, let 𝑃𝑢,𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥  be a recommending 

function that measures the preference of user u on case c based on the user-index rating 

matrix. Similarly, we get function 𝑃𝑢,𝑐
𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 based on the user-case implicit rating matrix. 

The two functions 𝑃𝑢,𝑐
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 and 𝑃𝑢,𝑐

𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 lead to a joint function P𝑢,𝑐 , which uses both 
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explicit rating and implicit preference. Then given a user u and an case list L, we will 

rank the cases in L according to P𝑢,𝑐 and select top N cases as the recommending items 

for user u. As show in Equation (1), where R is the recommendation result. 

  

 ,,R= arg  u

c

c

L

u U TopN P


    (1) 

 

3.2. Similarity Model Based on the Assessment of IoII for Industrial Enterprises 

While industrial enterprises in different stage of IoII have different feature in 

competition ability, economic benefit and social benefit, the case fit for the industrial 

enterprises is different. Therefore, the similarity model based on the assessment of IoII for 

industrial enterprises effectively show which kind of case the enterprise is interest in. This 

paper analyzes the development process of IoII for industrial enterprises and proposed the 

similarity model based on the assessment of IoII for industrial enterprises. The model 

described in detail in the Tab.1 was constructed by three dimensions of production, 

management and value chain.  

Table 1. Similarity Model Based On Assessment of Ioii for Industrial 
Enterprises 

First Level Indicator Second Level Indicator Indicator Symbol Collect Items 

Implementation 

of  CNC 

ratio of CNC production 

equipment account for production 
equipment 

1i  

number of CNC production 

equipments 

number of production equipments 

Implementation 

of ERP 

application of material 
requirement planning 2i  no partial all 

application of purchasing planning 
3i  no partial all 

application of master production 

planning 4i  no partial all 

application of sales planning 
5i  no partial all 

application of financial budget 
planning 6i  no partial all 

application of human resources 

planning 7i  no partial all 

Implementation of MES 

ratio of automatic production 

scheduling workshops account for 

production workshops 
8i  

number of automatic production 

scheduling workshops 

number of production workshops 

ratio of production process 

monitoring workshops account for 

production workshops 
9i  

number of production process 

monitoring workshops 

number of production workshops 

ratio of equipment state 

monitoring workshops account for 

production workshop 
10i  

number of equipment state 

monitoring workshops 

number of production workshops 

Implementation of SCM 

application of collaborative 

management in supply chain 11i  no partial all 

application of supply chain 

execution system 12i  no partial all 

Implementation of E-commerce 

ratio of e-commerce sales account 

for total sales 13i  

amount of e-commerce sales 

amount of total sales 

ratio of e-commerce purchase 

account for total purchase 14i  

amount of e-commerce purchase 

amount of total purchase 

Given two usersu, v, int_sim(𝑢, 𝑣) which based on the assessment of IoII for 
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industrial enterprises is formally defined as follows: 

   1

1 1

2 2

.
int_sim u,v

m

m m

i

k k

k k

k iI I

i i
I I

k i k i

u vu v

u v u v



 


 





 
  (2) 

 

3.3. Similarity Model Based on User Learning Behavior 

Generating recommendatory case requires to capture user preference. There exist 

basically two main user profiling strategies: explicit and implicit. Explicit user modeling 

requires users to manually provide information about their tastes. The main problem with 

explicit preferences is the extra burden they place on users and psychological tendency 

which users have to rate the preferences. Implicit user modeling relies on data mining 

techniques to automatically extract user preferences from their actions. Therefore, it does 

not impose any extra effort on users and looks like more objective. 

In the knowledge platform for IoII, the learning behavior of user can be divided into 

three types: browse, enshrine and download. Browse refers to the behavior that user 

retrieves information by reading the case. Enshrine refers to the behavior that user add 

case to "my favorite". Download refers to the behavior that user download case to the 

local. As show in Equation (3), this paper establish a combined implicit rating model 

based on the above three types of learning behavior. Where 𝑃(𝑢, 𝑐) represent the rating 

on case 𝑐 from useru, 𝑃𝑏(𝑢, 𝑐) represent user rating from browse, 𝑃𝑒(𝑢, 𝑐) represent 

user rating from enshrine and 𝑃𝑑(𝑢, 𝑐) represent user rating from download. α, β, γ are 

three parameters which determine the weights of different types of rating.  

        , * , * , * ,b e dP u c P u c P u c P u c       (3) 

Through analyze the browse behavior of users, we find that the more users browse the 

case, the higher rating the case get. Meanwhile，we also observe the fact that classic case 

which is frequently browsed cannot fit various requirements of users. Therefore，as show 

in Equation (4), user rating from browse is weighted by the browse-frequency 

inverse-user-frequency (BF-IUF). BF(𝑢, 𝑐) is the browse-frequency on case 𝑐 for user 

𝑢 ,  𝐹(𝑢, 𝑐)  is the browse count on case 𝑐  for user 𝑢 . IUF(𝑈, 𝑐)  is the 

inverse-user-frequency for case 𝑐,  𝐶𝑢 represents the set of cases learned by user u. 
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  (4) 

In practice, if a user u add a case to "my favorite" which indicates that the user is 

highly interested in the case, a positive mark to the case will be given by the user. 

Motivated by this, we model user rating from enshrine by a binary function as 

Equation(5). 

  
1,   

,
0,

e

u enshrine c
P u c

otherwise


 


  (5) 

Though one case may be downloaded many times for one user compare to just one 

enshrine, there is no essential difference between the two behaviors. According to this, we 

model user rating from download by Equation(6). 
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1,   

,
0,

d

u download c
P u c

otherwise


 


  (6) 

Just like depicted in section 3.2, we can define the user learning behavior similarity 

model by Equation(7). 
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  (7) 

 

3.4. Neighbor Selection Algorithm and Recommendation Generating 

Once the user similarity is modeled, we can select the neighbor set for users. For every 

user𝑢, we select the ones whose similarity is greater than the chosen threshold as 

neighbors and we will get two neighbor sets because we have two different similarity 

model.  

As show in Equation(8), 𝐼𝑢 is the neighbor set based on the rating matrix of IoII for 

industrial enterprises,  𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)  represents the user similarity based on the 

assessment of IoII for industrial enterprises and 𝜑 is a threshold between 0 and 1. 

   | _ ,uI v v U int sim u v       (8) 

As show in Equation(9), 𝑆𝑢 is the neighbor set computed based on user learning 

behavior, 𝑏𝑒ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) represents the user similarity based on user learning behavior 

and 𝜂 play the same role as𝜑. 

   | _ ,uS v v U beh sim u v       (9) 

We find that Equation (8) is simple and generally used. However, it is sensitive to the 

problem of data-sparsity and cold-start. Meanwhile, relaying on complex user similarity 

modeling, Equation (9) can easily tackle these two problems. To take advantage of both 

models, we first make predictions using 𝐼𝑢  and 𝑆𝑢  respectively, then combines the 

predictions linearly by Equation(10). Where  𝑝𝑢̅̅ ̅ represent the average rating of user u 

and θ is the weight of predictions based on𝐼𝑢. Then, top N cases will be selected as the 

recommending cases for target user u. 
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  (10) 

As we have already given all the algorithm, the pseudocode for this paper is sketched 

in following。 
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, ,Input:users set U,cases set C,indexes set I,user-index rating matirx R ,user-behavior information m

calculate

atrix R

Output:recommendatory case list R

//  rating on case c for user u 

 

 the

imp

U I U C
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, ,
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// acquire the neighbor set based on int_sim

 intNeighbor :

  U &  

    .int_

calculate the beh_sim f

         

//  ()

 beh_sim :

the same as function in

or user u

v

u

dis

function

for each v v u do

if u sim v

add I v

function



 





   

 

 

 

   

t_sim ,  get . _

// acquire the neighbor set based on beh_sim

 behNeighbor :

the same as function intNeighbor ,  get 

// acquire the predictions

predictions :
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,
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,

      c w.rating  
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// generate recommendation

 topN :

 1   

    max
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u c
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P p I c S c
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for i to N do
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4. Experimental Analysis 
 

4.1. Data Sources 

Relying on the project of knowledge platform for IoII, the dataset is acquired from 

questionnaire for industrial enterprise in Beijing. As the dataset is provided in 2014, it 

reflects current status of industrial enterprise in Beijing faithfully. Thus the experiment 

results is in practice. The dataset contains ratings rated by 655 industrial enterprises on 16 

indexes of IoII, as well as the learning behavior records of 1194 cases. The density of the 

index matrix is 4.93%, while the learning behavior matrix is 3.28%. 

 

4.2. Performance Evaluation Metrics 

Considering the overfitting problem, we use the five-fold cross-validation to evaluate 

the performance of this algorithm and calculate the average of five results as the final 

result. MAE (Mean Absolute Error) is the most common method for evaluating the 

accuracy of a recommender algorithm by comparing the numerical prediction values 

against user raw ratings. As show in Equation(11), 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑟𝑖, represent, respectively, the 

predicted and practical rating, 𝑁 denotes the number of users. 

 1MAE

N

i ii
p r

N







  (11) 

4.3. Results and Discuss 

In This section, we are expended to answer three questions. Frist, what impact will 

α, β, γ have on the user learning behavior model? Second, how do the two neighbor 

selection algorithm benefit each other in improving prediction accuracy? Third, as we got 

three models for recommendation in section 3.4, which one performs the best? All tests 

are conducted on a 64-bits Intel Core i3 @ 2.53 GHz, with 6 GB RAM, running Windows 

8 pro. We develop the program with Java on the IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment) of myeclipse. 

To show the impact of α, β, γ, we set θ to 0, that is to say the predictions based on 𝐼𝑢 

is excluded. Then, we set φ to 0.1, N to 8, and respectively vary the range of α, β, γ 

from 0 to 1 with a step value of 0.1. Accordingly, we plot the MEA − α, β, γ curve. As 

sketched in Figure 1, MAE follows the Cycle that decrease first and then increase with the 

variation of α, β, γ. It implies that the most positive influence on prediction accuracy is 

browse(α = 1, β = 0, γ = 0), the second is download(α = 0, β = 0, γ = 1) and the last 

is enshrine (α = 0, β = 1, γ = 0) . We get the best performance when α = 0.5, β =
0.3, γ = 0.2 on our experiment dataset, which means the weight of rating on browse, 

enshrine and download is 0.5,0.3,0.2. 
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Figure 1. Impact of Two Neighbor Selection Algorithm on Prediction 
Accuracy 

With the second question, these two neighbor selection algorithms were combined to 

make predictions. Parameter θ balances the effect of ratings on IoII and user learning 

behavior. If θ = 0, the final predictions is only influenced by the neighbor selection 

algorithm based on user learning behavior. On the contrary, if θ = 1, only the ratings on 

IoII is used to compute neighbor set for users. In other cases, we combine the predictions 

based on the two neighbor sets to get the final predictions. We set φ to 0.1, η to 0.5 and 

then vary the range of N. Accordingly, we plot the MEA − θ curve. As sketched in 

Figure 2, MAE increases as we increase the value of N. However, we find that the best 

performance always appear at θ = 0.7, which may indicate that the rating information is 

more important than user behavior information. 

 

 

Figure 2. Impact of User Learning Behavior Model on Prediction Accuracy 

To compare the three recommendation algorithms respectively, we set all parameters to 

the optimal, i.e. α = 0.5, β = 0.3, γ = 0.2, φ = 0.1, η = 0.5, θ = 0.7 and take different 

values on N. As depicted in Table 2, Int represents the recommendation algorithm based 

on the assessment of IoII for industrial enterprises. Beh represents the recommendation 

algorithm based on user learning behavior and Hyb represents the hybrid recommendation 

algorithm. Obviously, Hyb is evidently superior and Int exhibits the better performance 

compared with Beh. 
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Table 2. Prediction Accuracy of Three Recommendation Algorithms 

 
N=4 N=8 N=12 N=16 N=20 

Int 0.7582 0.7910 0.8565 0.8785 0.8855 

Beh 0.7861 0.8117 0.8676 0.9054 0.9310 

Hyb 0.7250 0.7570 0.8268 0.8530 0.8654 

 

5. Conclusions 

As the rapid development of IoII, users in the platform for IoII cannot quickly and 

accurately locate the case they need. In this paper, a hybrid framework is established 

based on both the assessment system of IoII and user learning behavior. With the 

information of assessment of IoII for industrial enterprises and user learning behaviors, 

we build two user similarity models respectively. Then, a linear fusion framework which 

inherits advantages of both is proposed. The experiment results show that our framework 

improves the recommendation quality significantly. However, the similarity model based 

on user learning behavior may have great impact on the effectiveness of the framework 

and more specific user similarity models need to be developed. Further study may explore 

more learning behavior to deepen our modeling of user similarity. In addition to the user 

learning behavior information, mining rating information based on IoII is also valuable to 

enhance the predictions accuracy. 
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